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Working group objectives: 

 

Can we collectively develop a « road map » 

for addressing challenges, sharing solutions, 

networking, on the subject of setting 

Conservation Objectives for Natura 2000 

habitats? 
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Case study: Annex I lagoons 

• Developing a standardised methodology to assess conservation 
status of lagoons at site level – using a collaborative approach 
 

• 19 Member States with lagoons, spread over multiple 
biogeographic regions 
 

• Priority habitat (and in most recent Article 17 reporting round, 
most countries identified them as being in unfavourable status) 
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3 subgroups 
 

• Topic 1: Using indicators and targets/thresholds to 
measure the achievement of conservation objectives 
 

• Topic 2: Links with other European Directives and 
Regional Sea Conventions 
 

• Topic 3: Annex I habitats : definition and prioritisation 
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Two main types of challenge in developing conservation 
objectives for Annex I habitats:  
 

 
1. Scientific 
challenges 

 

 
2.Collaborative 

challenges 
 

Conclusions + next steps Conclusions + next steps 

Links 
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Main conclusions & results (« Science »): 

 

• State and pressure 
– Difficulty in setting state indicators due to lack of 

habitat knowledge (except Posidonia?!) 

– Complexity in linking state indicators to pressures 
(the latter often defined at national level) 

– Challenge to understand how pressures act in 
combination 

– What does recovery look like? Can we really 
manage recovery, or just removal of pressures? 
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Main conclusions & results (« Science »): 

 

• Knowledge: Annex I habitats 

– Defined at different “scales” 

– Lack of coherence in their description  particularly 
in terms of their regional “expression”  

–  Lack of subdivisions/subtypes can hinder the 
setting of SMART conservation objectives. 
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Next steps (« Science »): 
 

• State and pressure 
– Work together (via a workshop?) to discuss setting 

objectives and indicators for specific habitats (e.g. 
Reefs or Lagoons?) 

– Short to medium term solution: prioritise 
pressure indicators at site level until gather 
enough ecological data for state indicators (e.g. 
Danish Natura sites)? 

– (To do this it’s helpful to understand habitat 
sensitivity to pressures (see “Next steps” of 
Working Group F “Other marine sectors)!) 
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Next steps (« Science »): 

 

• State and pressure 

– Make links with other groups/countries working 
on issues of pressure definition and mapping 
(MSFD, Regional Sea Conventions, ICES)? 

– “Managing” (and setting objectives for) marine 
habitat recovery – could be the subject of 
guidance at an EU level 
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Next steps (« Science »): 
• Knowledge: Annex I habitats 

– Series of workshops (biogeographic level) on Annex I 
habitat units/subdivisions.  Drawing on existing 
descriptive work (for e.g. France, Spain, the Baltic 
“HUB” project).  

– Having a “common language” to describe Annex I 
Habitats is fundamental  - EUNIS  (European Habitat 
Classification system) fills this need.   

– EUNIS (marine) in the process of being revised – 
consultation imminent on high level structure,  
regional consultations on content over next years.   
Can we piggy-back onto this process/share 
workshops/resources? 
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Not to be confused with opening up officially 
worded definitions of Annex I habitats! 
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Main conclusions & results (« Collaboration »): 

• Site collaboration 
– Joint management of transboundary sites is 

facilitated by developing objectives collaboratively 
(harder to shoehorn these in retrospectively). E.g.: 
Dogger Bank (UK, NL, DE) and Baltic LIFE SCI project 
(Latvia and Estonia) 

– Generally forerunner countries on N2K projects risk 
“losing” engagement of other countries – no 
ownership, move on independently.  

– Same applies to stakeholder involvement: use their 
knowledge from the outset to develop COs 
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Main conclusions & results (« Collaboration »): 

• Links/synergies between Habitats Directive 
and other European Directives (MSFD, WFD) as 
well as Regional Sea Conventions in the setting 
of conservation objectives for habitats 

– Important to identify “shared” habitats across 
Directives/Conventions 
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Main conclusions & results (« Collaboration »): 

• Links/synergies with Regional Sea Conventions 

– Regional Sea Conventions are excellent platforms 
for collaboration. However, some are more 
advanced in facilitating this (OSPAR, HELCOM) than 
others? 

– Regional Sea Conventions’ involvement in Seminar? 
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Main conclusions & results (« Collaboration »): 

• Links/synergies with other EU Directives (esp. 
MSFD) 
– Challenge of responding to multiple obligations in 

assessing marine environment: duplication, 
redundancy etc. Harmonisation required. 

– MSFD seen as key source of information/ 
inspiration on habitat indicators/monitoring 

– Important to consider relevance of “common 
indicators” developed for MSFD at a Natura level 
(where this scale is appropriate). But these 
“common indicators” are still limited in number. 
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• Next steps (« Collaboration »): 
 
• Identification of “shared” habitats across 

Directives/Conventions (build on lists developed in 
France, UK, by the EEA – these can be shared via EU 
Natura platform). 
 

• Could Regional Sea Conventions be 
encouraged/supported to extend their scope to 
collaboration on Natura 2000 (at least in terms of 
discussing common indicators for habitats, as for 
MSFD habitats)? Is this appropriate? (Regional 
Conventions have named role under MSFD, not HD) 
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• Next steps (« Collaboration »): 

 

• Workshop or biogeographic seminar focused on marine 
habitats collectively (objectives, indicators, targets) 
inviting participants with responsibilities across different 
Directives and Regional Sea Conventions. 

 

• Share reports (between member states) on harmonising 
marine habitat assessment across European Directives 
from a national point of view. Recent UK/JNCC report 
could be shared/discussed with other interested parties 
(e.g. via N2000 platform). 

 

 


